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In the matter of informal rulemaking for compulsory pooling and related
rules.

The Board Chair at the June 26,2019 hearing on the matter of informal
rulemaking for proposed compulsory pooling rules, requested that counsel submit a

memorandum to address a specific question that was raised as part of the proposed
changes to the compulsory pooling rules. The Division prepared a response in
anticipation of filing it by the July 10, 2019 deadline. The Board Chair retracted
the request for a briefing memorandum on July 9, 2019.

Notwithstanding the retraction of the request, the Division has elected to file
a shortened version of the memorandum for the Board's consideration to address
the apparent or potential confusion concerning whether a JOA and pooling order
apply to a drilling unit or only to a well within a drilling unit.

Introduction.

The question the Board asked to be addressed arose in response to the
following suggested change to the proposed rules.

649-2-8a.1.2. Attemot. in sood faith. reach an asreement withExeeu*e+nC
* the erator for *aJOAto rn the drillin n

well with the operator, and subiect the owner to the
risk comoensation award under. and ot er orovisions of. Utah Code 640-5-6.5 as

mav be determined bv the board.

(x The deletion and addition in brackets were not the rule as discussed at the June hearine and are
sussested bv the Division as beine necessarv to ake the oroposed chanses clear and as intended.)



Bradley D. Gunnel proposed removing the language "and applicable drilling
unit" and commented lhat a JOA should only apply to a single well, not the entire
drilling unit. He noted that the rules currently don't provide for designating an
operator of a drilling unit Although this section of the proposed rule did not
directly address whether a pooling order should require a JOA for a drilling unit,
and only required the owner and operator to either negotiate or attempt to agree to
a JOA prior to a pooling order, the Division agreed that the language was
potentially misleading and proposed to eliminate it for purposes of clarity. (See

June 23,2019 Matrix of propose changes and Division response.)

This issue is addressed in part by the recently enacted subsection 40-6-
6.5(12) enacted by H.B. 419 andby the proposed rule R649-2-13 that is being
considered as part of this rulemaking to implement that subsection.l

Overview of the Problem.

A. tion of a nit- ide A Other
Owners within a Unit.

The idea that aproposed JOA should apply to a drilling unit is both
unremarkable and very concerning. On one hand the correlative rights of all
owners within a drilling unit requires the entity proposing to drill the well to
provide notice to all owners within the drilling unit, and likewise, attempt to reach

an agreement concerning the drilling of the well with the owners. This is because

all owners have a right to participate in any well within the drilling unit (i.e.,
"correlative rights".) In most cases, the entity proposing the well negotiates and

(12) Except as otherwise provided by a rule made by the board in accordance with Title 63G,
Chapter 3, Utah Administrative Rulemaking Act, the terms and conditions of the board's
initial order pooling all interests in a drilling unit, including the terms and conditions of a
joint operating agreement as adopted by the board, shall apply to all subsequently drilled
wells in the drilling unit, except as modified by:

(a) an accounting for actual costs incurred for each subsequently drilled well in the drilling
unit;

(b) an accounting for the consenting or nonconsenting status of the owner of each
subsequently drilled well in the drilling unit; and

(c) the board after the filing of and hearing upon a petition filed by an affected owner
desiring a modification.
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enters into a JOA with each of the owners, however in some cases a pooling order
is entered when an owner is unlocatable or refuses to enter into a JOA. Thus, either
a voluntary JOA or pooling order must be in place to develop the resources

established by the spacing order.

However, the idea that a JOA (whether entered voluntarily or imposed by
the Board) could be applied to an entire drilling unit, as opposed to a single well
within a drilling unit, is alarming because of the potential for one operator to
impose the terms of a JOA on all owners in the drilling unit. This effectively limits
the rights of an owner in the drilling unit to freely develop their minerals. As Mr.
Gunnel noted, Utah does not currently have rules designating an operator for a
drilling unit and there is concem that if a JOA is permitted or required to apply to
all wells in a drilling unit, it might provide the operator of the initial well in a
drilling unit control over the development of additional wells in the drilling unit.

Admittedly, H.B. 419 and the rules proposed to enact those provisions allow
for an owner to object to the application of the terms of a JOA and aprior pooling
order to a subsequent well when the original operator proposes a second well. But
perhaps the rules need to be clearer about the rights of a different owner in a
drilling unit to propose a subsequent well and also propose a separate JOA that is
different from the JOA proposed for the initial well. In response to questions by
Board member Davis about this exact situation, Mr. Gallegos said that the

operating agreement, as applied to the drilling unit, might allow an owner to
propose a well, but not operate it. See hearing video at 4:59. Again, the Division is
concerned that applying the terms of a JOA for a single well to be applied drilling
unit wide subverts the correlative rights of other owners in a unit.

Mr. Gallegos and his counsel's reliance on the few words about a proposed

JOA applying to a drilling unit as proposed in the pooling rule essentially allows
the Board to designate an operator for the drilling unit by virtue of its approval of
the JOA proposed for the initial well in that drilling unit. The Board has

previously rejected requests to designate an operator for a drilling unit and has

determined that it would be best to proceed with rulemaking to address the concept
of operatorship. But in any event, this compulsory pooling rulemaking proceeding

was not intended to address that question. The view that a JOA for well in a
drilling unit provides the operator with the right to be the operator for subsequent

wells in the drilling unit by virtue of the JOA directly conflicts with the duty of the
board to protect correlative rights of the other owners in a drilling unit. The law is
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absolutely clear that the creation of a drilling unit is intended to protect correlative
rights-that includes the rights of every owner to drill a well in the drilling unit at
an allowed location.

B. Iltah Suoreme Court Precedent Reoui res JOAs to be Imoosed on a Well-bv-
Well Basis.

In actual practice, a JOA and apooling order, notwithstanding language in
the statute that could be read to mean otherwise, are limited in their application to a
'noticed'well and must apply on a well-by-well basis. This because the Utah
Supreme Court interpreted the statute to require protection of correlative rights by
ensuring that each owner has notice of an opportunity to participate in a well prior
to being determined to be non-consenting. The Court in Bennion v. ANR
Production explained that modi$'ing the spacing statute to allow more than one
well per drilling unit implicitly empowered the Board to modiflz pooling orders for
a drilling unit to apply to accommodate the right to drill multiple wells in the
drilling unit. 819 P.2d343,351 (Utah 1991). Only where there has been notice can
an owner be determined to be nonconsenting and be subject to the penalty and
other provisions of the compulsory pooling statute. The consequences of being
nonconsenting include being subject to the terms of an JOA or other operating
agreement approved by the Board, provided it is determined on a well-by-well
basis after notice of the opportunity to participate.

The cases involving the requirements to be determined to be a
nonconsenting owner have usually been raised by owners objecting to the
imposition of the nonconsent penalty. These decisions explicitly and directly ruled
that the nonconsent penalty must be imposed on a well-by-well basis. However,
the logic and reasoning of those cases, applies equally to other consequences of a
finding of nonconsent listed in the statute and limit their application to a well by
well basis. Reading the statute makes it clear that each provision only applies
when there is a determination that an owner is non-consenting. The definition of
nonconsent in the statute and as applied by the courts requires a well-by-well
notice of the opportunity to participate.

The cases reviewing nonconsenting penalties require that for every well a

notice to participate must be given prior to imposing the penalty and this obligation
should also apply to imposing a JOA governing that well. This is true even if there
has already been a notice of and compulsory pooling order for a previous well in
the same drilling unit. The provisions of Utah Code g 40-6-6.5(12) modit'this
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obligation (subject to this rulemaking) by allowing an operator of an initial well to
apply the pooling order to a subsequent well unless an owner objects and requests

a hearing before the board. This statute says nothing to preclude an owner of
interests in the drilling unit to propose a new well and a new operating agreement
for that well and if necessary to force pool nonconsenting owners to the well.

Discussion.

The Courts have established the following basic principles: "the Act
establishes a regulatory scheme that protects correlative rights, while also

continuing the law of capture to a limited extent"; "[T]he mechanism for defining
correlative rights in a pool of oil and gas is a spacing order . . ."; and "fV]oluntary
pooling agreements and forced pooling orders are the mechanisms used to enforce
correlative rights." Cowling v. Bd. of Oil, Gas & Min., Dep't of l{at. Res. for State
of Utah,830 P.2d 220,225-2.6 (Utah 1991). Before the Board can impose a non-
consent penalty, and the other provisions required by the statute as a consequence

of being deemed nonconsenting, the operator must demonstratethat the owner has

been provided written notice of the opportunity to voluntarily agree to participate
in a well and to pay his proportionate costs. The courts have repeatedly held that
this notice must be given "on a well-by-well basis", with "[a]n election to
participate being made anew each time an additional well is drilled

In contrast to this well-by-well requirement for imposing the penalties of
compulsory pooling, the Act speaks of "pooling all of the interests in the drilling
unit for the development and operation of the drilling ttnit." Utah Code $ 40-6-
6.5(2)(a) (emphasis added). It also defines an operator as "a person who has been

designated by the owners or the board to operate a well or unit." Utah code 40-6-
2(15). To be valid, there is no question a pooling order must include all the mineral
owners in the drilling unit, but it is less clear that apooling order needs to broadly
address the development and operation of a drilling unit.

2 Hegar6t v. Bd. of Oil, Gas, & Mining, Dep't of Nat. Res.,2002tJT 82,n29,57 P.3d 1042,
7049, quoting Bennion v. ANR Production Co.
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A. Drilliug Units are Established to Promote Development of Oil and Gas and

to Protect Correlative Rights.

The Utah Supreme Court in Hegarty explained that among the purposes for
the establishment of drilling units is the protection of correlative rights.

The Court explained:

"Section 40-6-l of the Utah Code declares that"it is in the public
interest" to promote efficient and waste-free exploitation of oil and
gas natural resources, while protecting "correlative rights." Section
40-6-2(2) defines correlative rights as "the opportunity of each owner
in a pool to produce his just and equitable share of oil and gas in a
pool without waste." To this end, the Board "may order the
establishment of drilling units for any pool." Id. I 40-6-1(establishing
uniform spacing throughout the field)."
Hegarty v. Board of Oil, Gas and Mining,52P.3d 1041, at 1047-1048
(2002) (emphasis added).

Therefore, the Board should take extra precaution before taking an action that may
circumvent the correlative rights of another in a drilling unit.

B. As the Spacing Statute Evolved to Allow the Board to Increase the Number
of Wells in a Drillins ljnit. the Court Implicitlv Granted the Board Authority
to Modifu Poolins Orders to Accommodate More Than One Well

In the early case of ,Bennion v. ANR Production, Co., 819 P.2d 343 (I99I),
the Court conducted a detailed analysis of the changes to the spacing statute and its
affect on orders pooling interests in a drilling unit. The Court held that the changes
to the spacing statute allowing more than one well per drilling unit, impliedly
authorized the Board to modiS, a pooling order to accommodate more than one
well per drilling unit. Since the Bennion Court clearly and carefully examines the
question of how to interpret the exact question proposed by the board, the language
of the decision is quoted in detail.

"When a drilling unit is initially established, the Oil and Gas
Conservation Act contemplates that only one well will be drilled per
unit. See Utah Code Ann. $ 40-6-6(1Xa) (1988) (formerly codified at

$ 40-6-6ft) (Supp.1977)) (an order establishing a drilling unit shall
include "the acreage to be embraced within each drilling unit and the
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shape of each drilling unit as determined by the board but the unit
shall not be smaller than the maximum area that can be efficiently and
economically drained by one well"); Utah Code Ann. I 40-6-6(1)(b)
(1988) (formerly codified at $ 40-6-6(c) (Supp.1977)) (an order
establishing a drilling unit shall direct"that no more than one well
shall be drilled for production from the common source of supply on
any drilling unit"). Yet, even in 1981, when the drilling unit at issue in
this case was force-pooled by the Board, the statute contemplated that
additional wells could be permitted under the right circumstances. The
statute provided: "When found necessary for the prevention of waste
... or to protect correlative rights, an order establishing drilling units in
a pool may be modified by the board ... to permit the drilling of
additional wells on a reasonably uniform plan in the pool, or any zone
thereof." Utah Code Ann. $ 40-6-6(d) (Supp.1977). Under the 1983
amendments to the Oil and Gas Conservation Act, the Board, without
qualification, can "permit additional wells to be drilled within the
established units." 1983 Utah Laws ch.205, g 1 (codified at 40-6-
6ID. Based on the language of the statute, therefore, it is perfectly
losical that the Board's 1981 order force-poolinq
unit did not aoolv to or anticioate the drill ins of additional wells in the
unit or the conseouences if a nartv elected not to participate in a future
well. It is iust aslosical- however. that the lesislature intended to
permit the Board to amend its pooling orders to accommodate the
drilline of additional wells.

In conclusion. althoush the lltah and Gas Conservation Act does
not exolicitlv authorize the Board to modifu a poolins order to
accommodate the drillins of additional wells in a drilling unit. such an
authorization is imolied in the statute's srant of authority to the Board
to modifu drillino I snactn 1 orders to that effect. When a
modification of a drill ins lsnaci sl order results in the drillins of
wells not snecificallv addressed in the previous ooolins order. in the
absence of a voluntary agreement as to the treatment of additional
wells within lhe pool, the Board has the implied authority to modifu
the pooline order under terrrrs censistent with the Oil and Gas
Conservation Act.
Bennion v. ANR Production, Co., 819 P.2d 343 at349-351 (1991)
(emphasis supplied).
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C. The Authoritv to Modifu Poolins to Accommodate More than One
Well oer Drillins Unit. Tosether with the Requirement for Notice of the
Onoortunitv to Particioate in a Well in Order to Find that arr Owner is
Nonconsentins- Has Resulted in the Court Holdins that the Non-Consent
PeqeltllMust Be Determined on a Well-by-Well Basis

In addition to the prerequisite notice and opportunity to participate, the court
in Bennion v. ANR Production explained that the information necessary to
determine the amount of the non-consent penalty also requires that the penalty be
determined on a well-by-well basis:

Moreover, upon close examination, it is evident that the legislature
intended that the statutory nonconsent penalty be determined on a
well-by-well basis. The language of section 40-6-6(6Xb) stipulates
that the Board is to determine an amount "not less than I 50Yo nor to
exceed 200% of that portion of the costs and expenses ... in the well."
The nonconsent penalty is therefore to be determined by the risks
associated with each particular well. That can only be done if the
Board has the power to amend the original pooling order to
accommodate the particular risks of an additional well.
Bennion v. ANR Production, Co., at 350 (footnotes omitted).

This reasoning and holding was affirmed in Hegarty which is the most recent case
to consider the application of the pooling statute when there is more than one well
in a drilling unit. It affirmed the holding of prior cases that the non-consent
penalty must be determined on a well-by-well basis not on a drilling unit basis.

"We noted in Bennion v. AI{R Production Co. that "[u]nder the
statutory scheme established by the Utah statute ... a nonconsent
penalty is determined on a well-by-well basis. An election to
participate is made anew each time an additional well is drilled...."
(Hegarty at 1047-48, citation omitted).
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D. The Specific Consequences l4pqsed by a Pooling Order as Required by
statute are Each T)enendenf nn ,r F inrlino thqt qn f)rxrner ic Nlnn-(-nnccnfinc'

which Requires that Notice and tv to Participate Has Been Given
for a Well and Therefore Each Provision is Only Applicable on a Well-bv-
Well Basis.

An analysis of the individual provisions of the pooling statute reveals that
most all provisions refer to consequences or actions that are required upon an
owner being determined to be non-consenting. Since such a determination must be
on a well-by-well basis, these provisions must also only apply to the'noticed well'
not to the drilling unit.

Even the effbctive date of a pooling order is dependent on a well-by-well
analysis. The HegarQ CourL determined that the owner in that case had waived the
right to claim that the pooling order he requested should be applied retroactive to
the date of first production, but it did consider making such an adjustment if
necessary to protect the correlative rights of the owner. Changes to the statute in
2017 expanded the ability of the Board to apply a pooling order retroactively if
there are no objections at the hearing, suggestingthat modification of a pooling
order on a well-by-well basis to make the order retroactive is also permitted.

Utah Code 40-6-6.5(12) was enacted expressly to address this question. The
factthatthis language was added suggests that without it, an initial pooling order
would not apply to the drilling unit or event to subsequent wells in a drilling unit.
The statute provides an opportunity for a noticed owner of a subsequent well to
object and have a hearing concerning the application of the initial order to the
subsequent well. It also provides that even without notice the pooling order must
be adjusted for the changes associated with the new well.

Thus, the passage of the statute indicates a legislative agreement with the
conclusion that a pooling order and JOA for a drilling unit are to be applied on a
well-by-well basis after notice.
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